Great Sandy

100% Premium
Pure New
Wool

Modern Berber
Style Carpet

Pure Wool Carpet

Sophisticated,
Timeless
Colour Palette

Fire Resistant for
Multi Residential
Applications

Limestone 0801

Mason 0810

Brumby 0809

Gunbarrel 0804

Ash 0803

Emu 0862

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURER
OF QUALITY CARPETS

PURE WOOL CARPET

RESIDENTIAL
Extra Heavy Duty

A Berber for now.
Great Sandy succeeds in delivering an entirely modern
Berber hybrid, combining sophisticated style with rustic
comfort and feel. Its subtly-dyed woollen ‘slubs’ blend
seamlessly with lightly heathered backgrounds to
create a uniquely warm, contemporary look.
Premium pure wool.
Great Sandy is made with a blend of premium quality
international wools, sourced from some of the world’s
finest wool farming districts.
Versatile, highly-textural appearance.
Great Sandy’s distinctively textural, non-geometric
pattern creates a pleasing point of visual and tactile
interest, and enhances almost any modern interior
design theme.
Modern, earthy palette.
Great Sandy’s carefully constructed blend of practical,
earthy colours provides a subtly modern take on the
classic berber style, yet remains sufficiently neutral to
complement a huge range of soft furnishings and other
natural floorings.
Keeps soiling secret.
When accidents occur, Great Sandy’s texture, light
flecks of colour, and beautiful opaque low shine does
an outstanding job of hiding any soiling between
vacuums, making it an ideal choice for families.
Farm-grown, not factory-made.
Being a natural fibre, Great Sandy is one of the most
environmentally sustainable carpet choices you can
make. Once shorn, sheep regrow their wool in less
than a year. Plus, when the carpet eventually reaches
the end of its life, the yarn is 100% biodegradable.

Specifications: September 2018

INSECT
Deterrent

Textured Tufted Loop Pile Berber
100% Pure New Wool
3/16”
1152g/m² (34oz/yd²)
High 8.0mm ± 1mm
Low 4.0mm ± 1mm
Width
366cm
Primary Backing
Woven polypropylene
Secondary Backing Blue Stripe Synthetic Backing
Fire Rating
CHF Mean Result 4.6kw/m²
(Conv. Install)
Smoke Value 34% min
Traffic Class
Extra Heavy Duty Residential
Variation
Specifications subject to ± 5% variation
Dye Batch Variation Colour variation may occur from batch
to batch
Guarantees
10 year residential*
*conditions apply
10 year insect deterrent*
Pattern Repeat
Length 15mm
Width 10mm
Description
Pile Content
Gauge
Total Pile Weight
Pile Height

Pattern match cannot be guaranteed

Environmental

Quality Assured to ISO 9001 &
Environmental Management System
14001.
Great Sandy complies with Australian
standards on low volatile organic
compounds and air emissions.
Solid shade carpets may exhibit colour streaking. Chair
mats are recommended under castor chairs to preserve
appearance and avoid premature wear. Maintenance The
use of a quality vacuum cleaner with turbo or power head
adjusted according to the pile height is strongly
recommended. Insect Treatment All natural fibres are
protected with an insect resistant treatment to prevent
damage caused by insects. The protection lifespan of this
treatment cannot be guaranteed.Seam sealer is a
mandatory requirement on all carpet seams.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded
under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a
replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation
for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You
are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if
the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure
does not amount to a major failure.

1800 324 768
www.eccarpets.com.au

